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window film & blinds Company within the region,

Since it’s founding in UAE in 2009, Al Zairah Blinds LLC, has become the leading supplier of customized 
window films, blinds and curtains.
Global shades blinds and Global cool window film are two prestigious division under AL Zairah Blinds LLC. 
We offer exceptional made to measure blinds, window films, curtains and hospital cubicle curtains which 
is fitted with precision and backed with excellent customer service.
Our incomparable product quality along with our attention to details, professional installation and 
excellent after service made a reputed name among the market leaders and helped us to create a 
satisfied clientele. 
 



Global shades offers world class premium window blinds . Our wide range 
of in house fabrics along with specialized mechanisms backed with 
professional installers will give you incomparable quality . The exceptional 
warranty along with antibacterial , fire retardant and energy saving 
certifications made us one of the market leaders . We offer customized 
made to measure blinds for the following types 



TRACKS &

ACCESSORIES
For use in
Hotels - Motels -Offices - Schools - Healthcare
Residential or at any  location whare a heavy duty
hand drawn system is required



G Tracks  offers  one  of  the  Best drapery hardware  and  curtain  track  systems
in the UAE. Our  typical  hardware  configurations  include  the curtain track,  carriers 
(glides)  to move  back and  forth within the  track and endstops. Whether  you are a 
designer, architect  or an  individual  looking  for a  DIY project,  our track  and curtain  
solutions  are  designed  for  simple  installation.  In addition to  window  curtain  
hardware,  we also provide  high quality,  commercial  grade  curtains  that are  used  
for many  applications  such  as  RVs, bunk beds, cubicles, hospitals, boats and 
bathrooms.  Our customer  service team  offers  expertise  and  advice that is  
unmatched.
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Hotels - Motels -Offices 
Schools - Healthcare
Residential or at any  location whare 
a heavy duty hand drawn system
is required

Product information

For in use

Heavy duty cord  opertated system,  
with Separate  internal  cord  channels; 
preventing  cord sag  and eliminating 
cord tangle
Bendable;  it can be  curved and  
reserved curved  with a 20cm  radius  
or continous curve.
Can also be used for GTrack easy for 
accordiafold DRAPERY system



We are certified with...

Technical Data Sheet

Roler system
Diagram shows : System 40  ,  Face Fix - Standerd Metal Bracket
















































































